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Veterinary Oncology Consultants






Our mission is to assist other veterinarians in providing the highest possible quality of life for pets with cancer






Request a ConsultationBody Surface Area Calculator 
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Here you will find all of our resources and information for veterinarians.
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Here you may find answers to some of your initial concerns about your pet's health.
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Helpful downloads for veterinarians in practice
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About Us







We are board-certified veterinary oncologists, providing remote consultations to veterinarians located anywhere (eg. Hong Kong, New Zealand, Singapore, UAE etc), by phone, or email, when they are caring for a pet with cancer. Our consultations include information on the biology and behaviour of the particular type of cancer, as well as recommendations for the diagnostic and therapeutic approach. When needed, we can also provide veterinarians with educational materials to give to pet owner.
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Oncology Consultants







We provide consultations to veterinarians caring for animals of any species (dogs, cats, horses, sheep, rabbits, cattle etc), with any type of cancer. We will review case information in depth and provide a complete written report with recommendations and responses to specific questions.
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Latest Articles
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News24 February 22
B vs T Cell Lymphoma
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News14 May 20
Types of Radiation Therapy
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Providing the highest possible quality of life for pets.
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Contact







voc@vetoncologyconsults.com






+61 0459952124
 







Business hours are Monday – Thursday 8am-3pm Australian NSW Time














Veterinary Oncology Consultants respectfully acknowledge Australia’s First Peoples, and that we live and work on Awabakal Country. We pay our respect to the Elders from all Aboriginal nations, both past and present, and to those Elders who are yet to come; and their continuing cultures and contributions.
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Cynthia Villiger1711616877

The service provided by VOC is second to none. Penny is extremely reliable, professional and has allowed our clinic to provide successful treatment protocols for numerous patients. One of the many benefits of Dr Penny’s consultancy service is her very prompt responses to any queries we have regarding our patients, allowing same day adjustments to protocols as required.
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Richard Gowan1711064641

Dr Penny provides the most up to date, concise and effective advice for our patients undergoing cancer therapy. Penny is always willing to help her colleagues in practice provide the best of care. Her knowledge and expertise has helped countless cats live longer, healthier and cancer free lives.Dr Richard @The Cat Doctors
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Simone Brown1709774781

The most comprehensive and effective way to get oncology advice for our patients. We love using VOC. Penny is very quick to respond and thorough with her recommendations, advice and protocols.  She is also happy to receive updates on our mutual patients. The perfect option when our clients do not live close to specialist hospitals. Highly recommended.
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Leah Bonnette1709683268

Penny is amazing, she always gives us an extremely efficient service and is always so helpful. Our clinic uses VOC all the time and it allows us to provide a great chemotherapy service to our patients and improve patient outcomes.
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Hope Pitman1708560865

Such a thorough and helpful service. Their oncology knowledge is second to none and is always concise and direct. We so appreciate having VOC to direct our treatments.
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Loreena Butcher1707194873

Penny and her team are an incredibly valuable asset to our practice, our patients and our clients. Penny is knowledgeable, professional and accessible. She provides incredibly thorough and helpful oncology reports, chemo protocols and helpful information for clinics and owners. She is not only thorough but prompt and she has helped us successfully provide an oncology service to our clients that doesn’t involve  the stress and expense of interstate travel. Her ongoing support during chemotherapy rounds for our patients and in problem-solving any issues that arise has allowed us to provide this service with confidence. I cannot recommend VOC enough!
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Johanan Robertson1707130362

Quick responses and very informed, detailed reports and services. Highly recommend
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Mission Pet Hospital1705778979

This is an outstanding consultation service.  The detail and presentation are far superior to simply sending a patient and client to a local oncologist.  Our clients love having the formal, written detail.  Our staff loves having the formal, written protocol to follow.  VOC is reliable and responsive, producing the consult quickly and responding to questions quickly.
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Hollie Gunn1705299229
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Stephanie McLafferty1704696416

Fantastic service for oncology referrals. Great communication, fast turnaround times and really helpful information for both vets and their clients.
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Michael Healy1704372962

Excellent service, friendly, professional, highly knowledgeable. Thank you for your ongoing help
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NPrakka1702906011

I have used VOC both for my patients as well as my own pet. Their consultations have rapid turnaround times are thorough, patient-centric, practical and provide various options to be discussed. Penny is ever approachable providing timely support for road bumps in cases that we might need advice on. One could not ask for better oncological support.
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Ivan Duong1702327044

Highly recommend Dr Penny Thomas for her services. I'm a general practice veterinarian who refers to VOC regularly for my oncology cases and Penny's service is fantastic. Her thorough reports allow my patients to start more advanced chemotherapy treatment in the comfort of their home vet practice. She's always happy to help and will go the extra mile to help her patients.
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Admin MyOwnVet1701849433

Quick turnaround time. detail information/instructions for both vets and clients.
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Cat Palace1701040012

Rapid, accurate response. VERY useful handouts and supplementary advice. Delighted with service
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Brianna Ritota1700187785

VOC have been so unbelievably helpful for multiple patients of mine. They create tailored protocols for each patient as well as detailed prognosis and palliative options as well. Anytime we have questions or concerns, they respond very quickly. Cannot recommend them highly enough!
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Jess Price1695899196

Dr Penny Thomas is incredibly knowledgeable and the care and service she provides is nothing short of amazing.Penny was my boy Caba's (10yo labrador x mastiff) key oncologist between 2020-2022 from the start of his diagnosis/treatment, until the end. And it is because of Penny's commitment, hard work, experience and knowledge, that I was able to have another 20 months with him. For that, I will be eternally grateful.The extra mile and care taken was something special, and she helped make an incredibly scary situation and experience for myself but especially for my boy, become something he actually looked forward to - he truely loved coming to see Penny. He knew he was in good hands.Though there are some fantastic oncologists and specialists out there, Penny will always hold a high reccomendation from me. And now on a journey on her own, I couldnt think of anybody better to offer knowledge, advice and consultation.10/10 highly reccomended.
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Heather Costantini1695879780

Always very helpful with prompt replies.
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Timothy Choi1694568936

I found cancer patients with VOC guidance experience less complications and have a better survival. Dr Thomas had always been helpful !!
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Zhong Mei Sae1693253225

Dr Penny provides extremely swift , thorough reports for my patients and is always so helpful and supportive with follow up support. I speak for myself and my colleagues when I say we don’t know what we would do without VOC’s service !! Highly recommend her service !
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Tony Xiao1689810916

VOC and Dr Penny are an incredibly useful and helpful remote oncology service for referring vets. Easily provides Up to date oncology support and information, chemotherapy reports, protocols, safety sheets for both veterinarian and client allowing a seamless specialist oncology consult that can be kept in-house. I have used and personally learnt a lot in regards to oncology through the various cases that VOC has assisted with. Would highly recommend!
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Gentle Vet1688981713

Dr Penny gives extremely professional advise and is a lifeline for all our patients that otherwise would not be able to assess an oncologist service. Her reports and recommendations are always spot on and incredibly thorough.
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Lloyd Varga1688698278

The help and information provided by the oncology team has been fantastic
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Isabelle Casey1687211588

Penny provides a professional prompt personalised service affording specialist treatment to patients too remote to attend specialist centres. Penny’s service is a wonderful addition to our busy regional clinic and allows us to provide our patients with up to date oncological care.
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Julian Kampman1680580682

I have been a GP for 8 years. I recently moved to Australia to further my career. Discovering VOC was an absolute gem for me. I had my first experience recently and was blown away by the quick response time, the professional service and high quality of information provided.My client is also extremely happy and isn’t this what we all strive for.VOC comes highly recommended.Thank you Dr Penny Thomas. I know this will be the start of an ever flourishing relationship.
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Meagan Wheeless1667446920

I am a vet with Greencross and we have utilized VOC's consulting service many times now. They have a very fast, reliable turn around time. Dr. Penny Thomas is responsive to questions/discussion and she is a wealth of knowledge. This is an invaluable resource for vets.
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Andrew Herron1667163624

Always very helpful and supportive. Very contactable and always availableExperts in their field.
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Shalini S1666932017

I've been a GP veterinarian for 12 years and been using VOC since I graduated. It has enabled me to provide an excellent service for my oncology patients without having to refer (especially handy when working regionally) and build a bond with my patients and their families.Penny is absolutely wonderful and so incredibly helpful with her advice and treatment recommendations. Highly recommend Penny and VOC!
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Info Baysidevets1666860014

Very prompt service. Love the attentions to details.
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John Angles1643504367
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Oliver Reeve1582444253
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Ben Brown1520387899

The best in the business. Great service for our patients and clients. Highly recommended.
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Onewa Vets1502248547

Quick, professional, expert service. We highly recommend them.
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Wauchope Vet1492583260

Great service and expert advice for cancer patients!!
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